Meaghan once remarked (I think to the poet and art critic Ken Bolton) that she didn't like poetry because of all the empty space on the page. A quarter of a century ago in 1992, in Ecstasy and Economics: American Essays for John Forbes, she said she was 'a desultory reader of poetry' and that reading poetry might induce a 'scary cultural estrangement'. 1 In the foreword, she extrapolates the 'awkward' place of poetry in cultural studies then as being more an American problem than an Australian one but nearly a quarter of a century later I wonder if poetry has made an individuated local spot for itself, or even if it cares to. I mean, 'should poetry worry?'
On the other hand Meaghan wrote: 'As well as lending cultural comfort and rhetorical support, the poems I discuss ... here ... deeply and directly structure the essays in which they appear. This is not for "aesthetic effect"; I do not believe that criticism is, or can ever be, a mirror to art. It happens, to put it bluntly, because the poems gave me ideas.' In the following paragraph she concludes: 'I read the texts in order to learn more about the complex networks of living by which they are shaped, and in which, as poems (or "forms of life", in Deleuze and Guattari's terms), they participate.' 
